
Panel Data Example:  fatality rates 

The example relates the vehicle fatality rate to the tax levy on beer.  The idea is that higher taxes on beer 

lead to less consumption, which leads to a lower fatality rate.  The example is from Stock and Watson’s 

Introduction to Econometrics. 

 

The model is estimated by OLS for individual years 1982 and 1988.  The full panel (15 years) is used 

for a fixed effects regression, a fixed effects regression with constant time effects, and a random effects 

model with fixed time effects. 

 

The hansl code follows: 

 

open fatality 

vfrall=10000*mrall 

smpl year==1982 --restrict 

# model 1 

ols vfrall const beertax 

smpl --full 

smpl year == 1988 --restrict 

# model 2 

ols vfrall const beertax 

smpl --full 

# model 3 

panel vfrall const beertax 

# model 4 

panel vfrall const beertax --time-dummies --robust 

panel vfrall const beertax --time-dummies --random-effects --robust 
 

The results from the regressions appear below.  Note that cluster standard errors are used for some of the 

models.  



 

 

Dependent variable: Vehicle fatality rate 

 

 (1982) (1988) (Panel) (Panel) (Panel) 

 OLS OLS Within Within GLS 

const 2.010** 1.859** 2.377** 2.428** 2.100** 

 (0.1391) (0.1060) (0.09697) (0.1975) (0.1052) 

beertax 0.1485   0.4388** -0.6559** -0.6400*  -0.02114   

 (0.1884) (0.1645) (0.1878) (0.3496) (0.1265) 

dt_2    -0.07990** -0.08121** 

    (0.03435) (0.03923) 

dt_3    -0.07242*  -0.07200*  

    (0.04297) (0.03923) 

dt_4    -0.1240** -0.1157** 

    (0.04509) (0.03927) 

dt_5    -0.03786   -0.02449   

    (0.05587) (0.03932) 

dt_6    -0.05090   -0.02915   

    (0.06228) (0.03948) 

dt_7    -0.05180   -0.02058   

    (0.06306) (0.03974) 

n 48 48 336 336 336 

Adj. R
2
 -0.0081 0.1152 0.8891 0.8914  

lnL -47.9 -32.87 108 115 -288.6 

 

Standard errors in parentheses 

* indicates significance at the 10 percent level 

** indicates significance at the 5 percent level 
 

Note:  The GLS estimator is likely inconsistent based on the Hausman test.  

 

Hausman test - 

  Null hypothesis: GLS estimates are consistent 

  Asymptotic test statistic: Chi-square(7) = 16.6224 

  with p-value = 0.0199998 


